Summary of the Chelsea Manning
Defense Fund (July 2015 – January 2017)
Campaign Victory Phase!
This summary covers the time period of July 2015 through the
end of the Chelsea Manning Defense Fund (and Support
Network), January 2017.
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Background
A few weeks after the arrest of Chelsea (then Bradley) Manning, back in May 2010, for
providing the WikiLeaks website classified information about the US wars in Iraq and
Afghanistan, Courage to Resist—in collaboration with the Chelsea Manning Support Network—
began soliciting funds for Chelsea’s defense.
Days prior to leaving office, President Obama commuted Chelsea Manning’s sentence. It’s still
hard to believe that we won Chelsea’s (upcoming) freedom. Chelsea remains imprisoned at Fort
Leavenworth, Kansas, until May 17, 2017—70 days from now!
In our January 17, 2017 statement, “President Obama Commutes Chelsea Manning’s
Sentence!”, I shared:
Today’s fantastic news goes a long way to making amends for the brutal treatment
Chelsea was illegally subjected to while awaiting trial at the Quantico Marine Brig. It’s
tragic that Chelsea had to spend 7-years imprisoned for releasing documents that
should never have been classified in the first place, and were clearly in the public
interest … All of us who worked on Chelsea’s behalf are overjoyed.
For a recap of our efforts, and the tens of thousands of people who contributed to this victory,
please take a look at Rainey Reitman’s blog post, “Looking Back on 6 Years of Fighting for
Chelsea Manning” (goo.gl/ASLG0y). Rainey notes, “Chelsea inspired me, and her actions forever
changed my life,” and names a few names of those brave enough to win this battle—and save
Chelsea’s life.
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For our statement “Chelsea Manning Support Network comes to an end”:
We want to extend our heartfelt gratitude to the many thousands of supporters
worldwide who joined together to support this campaign, going all the way back to the
days following Chelsea’s arrest in Iraq, June 2010. With your help, we were able to
successfully cover 100% of Chelsea Manning’s legal fees throughout her court martial
(nearly $400,000) and mount a huge publicity campaign to raise awareness about her
situation. We are also deeply proud to have contributed toward the ongoing legal fees
associated with Chelsea’s appeal (over $400,000).
It has been our honor to dedicate the last six years to advocating for the freedom of
Chelsea Manning. Over 25,000 individuals donated $1.5 million leading up to and during
Chelsea’s initial trial. During this time, we paid her legal bills in full, organized over
600,000 people to sign petitions in support of Chelsea, staged hundreds of events,
rented billboards, purchased a New York Times ad, and rallied thousands to take to the
street—at Fort Meade, Fort Leavenworth, Quantico Marine Base, and around the world.
We are extremely proud of these efforts.
We began the fiscal period covered by this final report $25,809 in debt to our fiscal manager
Courage to Resist. We end the defense fund with a net of $9,330. We are currently discussing
these remaining funds with Chelsea, and how best to disburse them.
In addition to the funds detailed in this report, the Support Network collaborated with the
Freedom of the Press Foundation, First Look Media (publisher of the Intercept), and journalist
Glenn Greenwald, to raise over $200,000 in legal fees in the fall of 2015.

We did it!!!
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A guide to our final fiscal report
It’s important to note that this is not an annual report, but a fiscal accounting of last year and a half.
Legal fees were paid to Chelsea Manning’s chosen civilian legal appeals attorney Nancy Hollander.
Campaign-specific employees and contractors were hired exclusively to carry out the work of the
Chelsea Manning Support Network. These individuals were our dedicated organizers working to support
unpaid grassroots activists worldwide, built and ran our website, managed social media, and worked
tirelessly relating to media in order to offset the military’s substantial public relations machine.
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Courage to Resist staff campaign reimbursement covered the expense of dedicating existing staff
positions to the Chelsea Manning campaign. Specifically, this helped pay for our Office Manager and
Project Director positions. Courage to Resist required these funds to remain financially solvent and able
to manage the overall campaign financials and staff in carrying out the decisions of the Chelsea Manning
Support Network Steering Committee.
“Estimated net after fiscal & credit card fees” is an 11.5% line item that represents the estimated
external fees that we incur on every dollar donated. It’s an average of credit card transaction fees
(~3.5%) on online donations, and the processing fee charged by our non-profit sponsor, the Alliance for
Global Justice (AfGJ).
Advertising represents a few targeted ad buys.
Communications were expenses primarily related to the website, Facebook ads, and bulk email
distribution.
Office and shipping supplies were used to print and mail letters to government officials in support of
Chelsea, including paper, toner, and envelopes, as well as supplies for shipping campaign materials.
Postage. Direct mail fundraising is still a critical aspect raising funds, despite the ever-increasing role
that online donations play. You still need to spend money to raise money, and postage was largest single
aspect of that. One of our objectives was to produce quality and timely campaign tools (such as
organizer manuals, stickers, posters, banners, etc.) and get them into the hands of activists everywhere.
In many cases, postage/shipping costs were often just as much as production costs—even more so for
international distribution.
Printing covers campaign materials that we distributed without charge, or expectation of donation, such
as info cards, leaflets, and pamphlets.
Promotional materials were items that we generally asked a donation for, such as t-shirts, bumper
stickers, and buttons. We used US-made products, under “sweatshop-free” conditions, by union labor
whenever possible.
The small amount spent on events, is a testament to the resourcefulness of our activists and organizers
worldwide.
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